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FAIR.

We want satisfaction from our 
farmers up to our customers! 
"Fair" means for us, that 
workers in the Ethletic 
production facilities receive fair 
wages. Ethletic employees get 
additional bonuses which 
independently finance social 
projects. We don't want that 
emergency and poverty is 
exploited to enhance capital! 
We visit our producers 
regularly to give us an image 
on the spot.

VEGAN.

We respect any kind of life! 
"Vegan" means for us, that we 
refrain from using leather, animal 
oils, fats, adhesives and dyes 
when developing and producing 
Ethletic products. Ethletic 
attaches great importance to our 
raw materials coming from 
cultivated areas where the 
habitat of animals is not 
restricted by monocultures. We 
are committed to giving every 
Ethletic customer a good feeling.

SUSTAINABLE.

We want to prevent the 
exploitation of valuable 
agricultural land and thereby 
act socially and economically! 
'Sustainable' means for us, 
among other things, that our 
products for the most part 
from biological raw materials 
and from certified supply 
chains. The production of our 
products exclusively occure in 
fair trade certified companies. 
Each product is handmade and 
a Unique!
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Fair Sneaker Hiro II
This urban, affordable High-Top sneaker for the more style-conscious among us is of course made
completely of organic cotton and natural rubber. Our interpretation of an environmentally sustainable
statement Your trusted companion for every step this season from Sunrise to Sunset, as a radiant
Kaleidoscope in every color setting. And don’t worry: If you’re looking for a more muted look, Hiro
is now available in Monochrome color blocking!The trainer, completely padded with natural latex foam, is
an announcement of the power of habit. Because our Hiro is anything but ordinary with additional support
in the heel area, with an extra sewn sole and three ventilation holes, with a removable sole made of
coconut fibers that is absorbent and antibacterial

Our Fair Sneaker Hiro is made from canvas twill organic cotton from small farmers. So far so fair. But it could be even fairer: all of the organic cotton was
grown by Fairtrade producers, certified according to Fairtrade standards and traded according to Fairtrade standards. Fairtrade promotes better working and
living conditions for organic cotton producers as well as environmental protection. More information is available at: info.fairtrade.net/sourcing. The sole is
made from natural, FSC®-certified rubber from sustainably managed plantations in Sri Lanka. All sneaker models are produced fairly and only from sustainable
resources in Pakistan. All supply chains that ethletic products go through are Fairtrade or FSC® certified and are checked for Fairtrade or FSC® certification
in the various production stages. Ethletic also actively supports its own Fairtrade projects in the local communities in which our production facilities are
located. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers get their fair share today, sustainability means that the agricultural areas maintain their economic
potential for future generations. Ethletic pays an additional premium of one US dollar for each pair of sneakers sold to the Talon Fairtrade Workers Welfare
Society, which looks after the workers who are employed in the production facilities. This money is managed independently and used primarily for additional
health care, pensions or to support local education..



Article: 26019-001
Jet Black

Article: 26019-015
Just White

Article: 26019-147
Workers Blue

Article: 26019-166
Human Rights Black

Article: 26019-167
Human Rights Olive

Article: 26019-193
Grey Melange

Article: 26019-192
Indigo Melange

Article: 26019-202
Kaleidoscope Sunrise

Article: 26019-203
Kaleidoscope Sunset



Fair Sneaker Root II
A sneaker is a sneaker is a – Root!  
With this model we’ve managed nothing less than to establish yet another Ethletic classic, naturally
environmentally sustainable, fair and vegan. Root’s silhouette and wearing comfort make it a
love-at-first-sight shoe, while the white -wink- logo makes it a true statement. Pick your favorites in
sleek Black or White, or featuring a spacy Kaleidoscope Sunrise or Sunset look. Or get in touch with your
inner animal with petite Snow Leopard Blue and Purple, or your inner artist with a subtle Melange style.
Padded with natural latex foam rubber, this sneaker comes with a reinforced toe section, a padded tongue
and a padded collar for extra comfort. The all-round sole strip features extra-stable stitching and the
removable antibacterial insole is made with coconut fibers for added absorption.

Our Fair Sneaker Root is made from canvas twill organic cotton from small farmers. So far so fair. But it could be even fairer: all of the organic cotton was
grown by Fairtrade producers, certified according to Fairtrade standards and traded according to Fairtrade standards. Fairtrade promotes better working and
living conditions for organic cotton producers as well as environmental protection. More information is available at: info.fairtrade.net/sourcing. The sole is
made from natural, FSC®-certified rubber from sustainably managed plantations in Sri Lanka. All sneaker models are produced fairly and only from sustainable
resources in Pakistan. All supply chains that ethletic products go through are Fairtrade or FSC® certified and are checked for Fairtrade or FSC® certification
in the various production stages. Ethletic also actively supports its own Fairtrade projects in the local communities in which our production facilities are
located. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers get their fair share today, sustainability means that the agricultural areas maintain their economic
potential for future generations. Ethletic pays an additional premium of one US dollar for each pair of sneakers sold to the Talon Fairtrade Workers Welfare
Society, which looks after the workers who are employed in the production facilities. This money is managed independently and used primarily for additional
health care, pensions or to support local education.



Article: 25019-001
Jet Black

Article: 25019-002
Pewter Grey

Article: 25019-015
Just White

Article: 25019-147
Workers Blue

Article: 25019-161
Sage Velvet

Article: 25019-191
Red Melange

Article: 25019-192
Indigo Melange

Article: 25019-193
Grey Melange

Article: 25019-194
Snow Leopard Blue

Article: 25019-195
Snow Leopard Turquoise

Article: 25019-080196
Purple Rain / Snow Leopard Purple

Article: 25019-202
Kaleidoscope Sunrise

Article: 25019-203
Kaleidoscope Sunset



Fair Sneaker Carlos
You can skate with us! The Fair Sneaker Carlos is another welcome addition to the ethical alternatives we
offer with our sporty skateboard models! This Lo-Top canvas sneaker features an enticingly comfortable
fit shape, added comfort with its FSC natural latex foam heel support and lots of extras that skaters
love. Did someone say -tongue-strap-? Well, we’ve fixed the padded tongue to the shoe so you can easily
slip in and out, with or without tying the laces. The all-round foxing tape is reinforced with an added
rubber -toe-wing- that protects the toe section while skating. The processed latex foam at the ankles
adds stability, while three air holes keep you cool. The antibacterial insole is removable and features
coconut fibers for extra absorption. And Carlos’ new outer sole design leaves a smile with your every
step!

Our Fair Sneaker Carlos is made from canvas twill organic cotton from small farmers. So far so fair. But it could be even fairer: all of the organic cotton was
grown by Fairtrade producers, certified according to Fairtrade standards and traded according to Fairtrade standards. Fairtrade promotes better working and
living conditions for organic cotton producers as well as environmental protection. More information is available at: info.fairtrade.net/sourcing. The sole is
made from natural, FSC®-certified rubber from sustainably managed plantations in Sri Lanka. All sneaker models are produced fairly and only from sustainable
resources in Pakistan. All supply chains that ethletic products go through are Fairtrade or FSC® certified and are checked for Fairtrade or FSC® certification
in the various production stages. Ethletic also actively supports its own Fairtrade projects in the local communities in which our production facilities are
located. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers get their fair share today, sustainability means that the agricultural areas maintain their economic
potential for future generations. Ethletic pays an additional premium of one US dollar for each pair of sneakers sold to the Talon Fairtrade Workers Welfare
Society, which looks after the workers who are employed in the production facilities. This money is managed independently and used primarily for additional
health care, pensions or to support local education.



Article: PA_14020-001
Jet Black

Article: PA_14020-002
Pewter Grey

Article: PA_14020-079
True Blood

Article: PA_14020-007
Ocean Blue



Fair Sneaker CASE
Case in point: Case. Our skateboard model family has a new addition: The Fair Sneaker Case is a Mid-Cut
shoe with lots of sporty details. Its comfy-fit shape and extra-comfortable FSC® natural latex foam heel
support make the Case sneaker at home on or off the ramp. We’ve taken the added step of fixing the
padded tongue to the shoe so you can easily slip in and out, with or without tying the laces. An elastic
band on the heel provides extra traction and prevents slipping out of the shoe when your moves get
tricky. The latex foam padding at the ankle and heel add stability and three air holes keep you cool. The
toe box at the front is vulcanized with latex milk, strengthening the organic cotton. The antibacterial
insole is removable and features coconut fibers for extra absorption. And Case’s new outer sole design
leaves a smile with your every step!

Our Fair Sneaker is made from canvas twill organic cotton from small farmers. So far so fair. But it could be even fairer: all of the organic cotton was grown
by Fairtrade producers, certified according to Fairtrade standards and traded according to Fairtrade standards. Fairtrade promotes better working and living
conditions for organic cotton producers as well as environmental protection. More information is available at: info.fairtrade.net/sourcing. The sole is made
from natural, FSC®-certified rubber from sustainably managed plantations in Sri Lanka. All sneaker models are produced fairly and only from sustainable
resources in Pakistan. All supply chains that ethletic products go through are Fairtrade or FSC® certified and are checked for Fairtrade or FSC® certification
in the various production stages. Ethletic also actively supports its own Fairtrade projects in the local communities in which our production facilities are
located. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers get their fair share today, sustainability means that the agricultural areas maintain their economic
potential for future generations. Ethletic pays an additional premium of one US dollar for each pair of sneakers sold to the Talon Fairtrade Workers Welfare
Society, which looks after the workers who are employed in the production facilities. This money is managed independently and used primarily for additional
health care, pensions or to support local education.



Article: PA_16020-001
Jet Black

Article: PA_16020-002
Pewter Grey

Article: PA_16020-007
Ocean Blue

Article: PA_16020-079
True Blood



Fair Sneaker Randall II
The updated Ethletic Fair Sneaker Randall is a completely padded skateboard shoe with sporty extras. The
tips we get from our pro skaters enable us to continuously develop this model further. Their advice
translates into features such as how we’ve slightly raised Randall’s all-round foxing tape and added
extra stitching underneath, reinforced the toe section with multilayered fabric, and lengthened the side
panel as the “Olli-Area” and also double-layered it. The processed natural rubber latex foam ensures
stability and three air holes keep you cool. The antibacterial insole is removable and features coconut
fibers for extra absorption.

The Randall is made of Fairtrade-certified organic fairly traded canvas twill cotton from small farmers. The sole is made of natural FSC-certified rubber from
sustainably farmed plantations in Sri Lanka. Fair-made in Pakistan. Ethletic products are made solely from resources of certified Fairtrade or FSC supply
chains. The governing Fairtrade body ensures that premiums are received by participating producers and manufacturers every step of the way. Ethletic also
actively supports own Fairtrade projects in the local communities where our production facilities are located. Ethletic products are made using only sustainable
resources. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers and manufacturers receive their fair share today, sustainability means that these agricultural
areas maintain their economic potential for generations to come. Ethletic pays an additional premium to the official welfare society run by the employees of our
production facilities of one US dollar for each pair of shoes sold. They manage this money independently, primarily for health care, pensions or in supporting
local education. Some 2% of the retail price is paid to FLO-CERT, the inspection and certification body for Fairtrade. It monitors the standards governing the
production, buying and selling of Fairtrade products and has the power to issue the Fairtrade seal where deemed appropriate.



Article: 27019-001
Jet Black

Article: 27019-002
Pewter Grey

Article: 27019-094
Frozen Olive

Article: 27019-146
Sea Shell

Article: 27019-161
Sage Velvet

Article: 27019-001001
Jet Black / Jet Black

Article: 27019-199
Fishbone Navy

Article: 27019-200
Fishbone Chocolate

Article: 27019-201
Fishbone Anthrazit



Fair Sneaker Kole
Our new Fair Sneaker Kole is a summery, light and affordable everyday sneaker that combines equally well
with feminine and masculine styles, and everything in between! It features our sleek  e-flag branding and
an appealing clean, comfy silhouette. Kole feels like it’s always been around, and if it weren’t we
would have to invent it! Good thing we did, too. You’re gonna love it!

Our Fair Sneaker Kole is made from canvas twill organic cotton from small farmers. So far so fair. But it could be even fairer: all of the organic cotton was
grown by Fairtrade producers, certified according to Fairtrade standards and traded according to Fairtrade standards. Fairtrade promotes better working and
living conditions for organic cotton producers as well as environmental protection. More information is available at: info.fairtrade.net/sourcing. The sole is
made from natural, FSC®-certified rubber from sustainably managed plantations in Sri Lanka. All sneaker models are produced fairly and only from sustainable
resources in Pakistan. All supply chains that ethletic products go through are Fairtrade or FSC® certified and are checked for Fairtrade or FSC® certification
in the various production stages. Ethletic also actively supports its own Fairtrade projects in the local communities in which our production facilities are
located. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers get their fair share today, sustainability means that the agricultural areas maintain their economic
potential for future generations. Ethletic pays an additional premium of one US dollar for each pair of sneakers sold to the Talon Fairtrade Workers Welfare
Society, which looks after the workers who are employed in the production facilities. This money is managed independently and used primarily for additional
health care, pensions or to support local education.



Article: 19020-001
Jet Black

Article: 19020-002
Pewter Grey

Article: 19020-146
Sea Shell

Article: 19020-015
Just White

Article: 19020-147
Workers Blue

Article: 19020-007
Ocean Blue



Fair Deck Collection
The Ethletic Fair Deck is a classic slip-on sneaker for everyday life, uncomplicated and comfy, and
easily combinable for looks ranging from sporty-chic to captivatingly stylish. Take our word for it, this
slip-on is equally at home on the half-pipe or in Chinos! We’ve given our Deck even more fashionability
now with the sleek all-white look of its foxing tape, a blue sole and a small -e- flag. All hands on
deck! In muted tones like Navy, Chocolate und Anthracite

Our Fair Deck is made from canvas twill organic cotton from small farmers. So far so fair. But it could be even fairer: all of the organic cotton was grown by
Fairtrade producers, certified according to Fairtrade standards and traded according to Fairtrade standards. Fairtrade promotes better working and living
conditions for organic cotton producers as well as environmental protection. More information is available at: info.fairtrade.net/sourcing. The sole is made
from natural, FSC®-certified rubber from sustainably managed plantations in Sri Lanka. All sneaker models are produced fairly and only from sustainable
resources in Pakistan. All supply chains that ethletic products go through are Fairtrade or FSC® certified and are checked for Fairtrade or FSC® certification
in the various production stages. Ethletic also actively supports its own Fairtrade projects in the local communities in which our production facilities are
located. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers get their fair share today, sustainability means that the agricultural areas maintain their economic
potential for future generations. Ethletic pays an additional premium of one US dollar for each pair of sneakers sold to the Talon Fairtrade Workers Welfare
Society, which looks after the workers who are employed in the production facilities. This money is managed independently and used primarily for additional
health care, pensions or to support local education.



Article: 15020-007
Ocean Blue

Article: 15020-001
Jet Black

Article: 15020-002
Pewter Grey

Article: 15020-015
Just White

Article: 15020-194
Snow Leopard Blue

Article: 15020-195
Snow Leopard Turquoise

Article: 15020-196
Snow Leopard Purple

Article: 15020-202
Kaleidoscope Sunrise

Article: 15020-199
Fishbone Navy

Article: 15020-200
Fishbone Chocolate

Article: 15020-201
Fishbone Anthrazit

Article: 15020-203
Kaleidoscope Sunset



Fair Trainer White Cap Hi Cut
A timeless canvas sneaker, known and loved around the world. Ethletic transforms this classic into an
environmental sustainability pioneer. Available in many colors, this Fair Trainer Hi Cut minimizes your
ecological footprint while maximizing your style impact.  
This is because the shoe is made of Fairtrade-certified organic cotton and natural rubber from
sustainable forestry, so it contains primarily renewable raw materials and is virtually plastic-free.
Like our entire range, the Fair Trainer Hi Cut is manufactured under fair working conditions and is 100%
vegan We’ve got ‘em this season! Our Fair Trainer is available in a wide variety of classic and
alternative colors, with an emphasis on fresh summer looks with Honey Tile Azur and Coral.

Our Fair Trainer White Cap is made from canvas twill organic cotton from small farmers. So far so fair. But it could be even fairer: all of the organic cotton
was grown by Fairtrade producers, certified according to Fairtrade standards and traded according to Fairtrade standards. Fairtrade promotes better working and
living conditions for organic cotton producers as well as environmental protection. More information is available at: info.fairtrade.net/sourcing. The sole is
made from natural, FSC®-certified rubber from sustainably managed plantations in Sri Lanka. All sneaker models are produced fairly and only from sustainable
resources in Pakistan. All supply chains that ethletic products go through are Fairtrade or FSC® certified and are checked for Fairtrade or FSC® certification
in the various production stages. Ethletic also actively supports its own Fairtrade projects in the local communities in which our production facilities are
located. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers get their fair share today, sustainability means that the agricultural areas maintain their economic
potential for future generations. Ethletic pays an additional premium of one US dollar for each pair of sneakers sold to the Talon Fairtrade Workers Welfare
Society, which looks after the workers who are employed in the production facilities. This money is managed independently and used primarily for additional
health care, pensions or to support local education.



Article: 12019-001015
Jet Black / Just White

Article: 12019-015015
Just White / Just White

Article: 12019-007015
Ocean Blue / Just White

Article: 12019-002015
Pewter Grey / Just White

Article: 12019-009015
Camping Green / Just White

Article: 12019-021015
Urban Grey / Just White

Article: 12019-079015
True Blood / Just White

Article: 12019-015
Just White

Article: 12019-094015
Frozen Olive / Just White

Article: 12019-146015
Sea Shell / Just White

Article: 12019-147015
Workers Blue / Just White

Article: 12019-016015
Cranberry Red / Just White

Article: 12019-197015
Honey Tiles Azur / Just White

Article: 12019-198015
Honey Tiles Coral / Just White



Fair Trainer White Cap Lo Cut
A timeless canvas sneaker, known and loved around the world. Ethletic transforms this classic into an
environmental sustainability pioneer. Available in many colors, this Fair Trainer Lo Cut minimizes your
ecological footprint while maximizing your style impact. This is because the shoe is made of
Fairtrade-certified organic cotton and natural rubber from sustainable forestry, so it contains primarily
renewable raw materials and is virtually plastic-free. Like our entire range, the Fair Trainer Lo Cut is
manufactured under fair working conditions and is 100% vegan. We’ve got ‘em! For greater variety the
Fair Trainer arrives this season in three mélange looks and – for styles that call for a bit more
daring and temperament – in Kaleidoscope or Snow Leopard Purple.

Our Fair Trainer White Cap is made from canvas twill organic cotton from small farmers. So far so fair. But it could be even fairer: all of the organic cotton
was grown by Fairtrade producers, certified according to Fairtrade standards and traded according to Fairtrade standards. Fairtrade promotes better working and
living conditions for organic cotton producers as well as environmental protection. More information is available at: info.fairtrade.net/sourcing. The sole is
made from natural, FSC®-certified rubber from sustainably managed plantations in Sri Lanka. All sneaker models are produced fairly and only from sustainable
resources in Pakistan. All supply chains that ethletic products go through are Fairtrade or FSC® certified and are checked for Fairtrade or FSC® certification
in the various production stages. Ethletic also actively supports its own Fairtrade projects in the local communities in which our production facilities are
located. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers get their fair share today, sustainability means that the agricultural areas maintain their economic
potential for future generations. Ethletic pays an additional premium of one US dollar for each pair of sneakers sold to the Talon Fairtrade Workers Welfare
Society, which looks after the workers who are employed in the production facilities. This money is managed independently and used primarily for additional
health care, pensions or to support local education.



Article: 11019-001015 
Jet Black / 
Just White

Article: 11019-015015 
Just White / Just 
White

Article: 11019-016015 
Cranberry Red / Just 
White

Article: 11019-007015 
Ocean Blue / Just 
White

Article: 11019-002015 
Pewter Grey / Just 
White

Article: 11019-009015 
Camping Green / Just 
White

Article: 11019-021015 
Urban Grey / Just 
White

Article: 11019-079015 
True Blood / Just 
White

Article: 11019-015
Just White

Article: 11019-146015 
Sea Shell / Just 
White

Article: 11019-147015 
Workers Blue / Just 
White

Article: 11019-161015 
Sage Velvet / Just 
White

Article: 11019-190015 
Aqua Melange / Just 
White

Article: 11019-191015 Red 
Melange / 
Just White

Article: 11019-192015 
Indigo Melange / Just 
White

Article: 11019-193015 
Grey Melange / Just 
White

Article: 11019-194015
Snow Leopard Blue / Just 
White

Article: 11019-195015
Snow Leopard 
Turquoise / Just White

Article: 11019-202015 
hitdoscope Sunrise / Just 
White

Article: 11019-203015 
eKaleidoscope Sunset / Just 
White



Fair Trainer Black Cap Hi Cut
Doom and gloom? Never! But we still believe black is the new black. …for us and hopefully for you not a
 no-light , but a highlight!The Ethletic Fair Trainer Black Cap is a classic hi-cut and a true companion
for every non-conformist. It’s perfect for festivals, backpacking trips, demonstrations and other
situations where you’re unlikely to end up squeaky clean (And a little hard-earned  dirt never hurt
this shoe)! Available in many colors and a muted camouflage pattern, the Black Cap Hi Cut minimizes your
ecological footprint while maximizing your style impact. Like our entire range, the Black Cap Hi Cut is
manufactured under fair working conditions and is 100 percent vegan.

Our Fair Trainer Black Cap is made from canvas twill organic cotton from small farmers. So far so fair. But it could be even fairer: all of the organic cotton
was grown by Fairtrade producers, certified according to Fairtrade standards and traded according to Fairtrade standards. Fairtrade promotes better working and
living conditions for organic cotton producers as well as environmental protection. More information is available at: info.fairtrade.net/sourcing. The sole is
made from natural, FSC®-certified rubber from sustainably managed plantations in Sri Lanka. All sneaker models are produced fairly and only from sustainable
resources in Pakistan. All supply chains that ethletic products go through are Fairtrade or FSC® certified and are checked for Fairtrade or FSC® certification
in the various production stages. Ethletic also actively supports its own Fairtrade projects in the local communities in which our production facilities are
located. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers get their fair share today, sustainability means that the agricultural areas maintain their economic
potential for future generations. Ethletic pays an additional premium of one US dollar for each pair of sneakers sold to the Talon Fairtrade Workers Welfare
Society, which looks after the workers who are employed in the production facilities. This money is managed independently and used primarily for additional
health care, pensions or to support local education.



Article: 22019-001001
Jet Black / Jet Black

Article: 22019-002001
Pewter Grey / Jet Black

Article: 22019-009001
Camping Green / Jet Black

Article: 22019-079001
True Blood / Jet Black

Article: 22019-166001
Human Rights Black / Jet Black

Article: 22019-167001
Human Rights Olive / Jet Black



Fair Trainer Black Cap Lo Cut
Doom and gloom? Never! But we still believe black is the new black. …for us and hopefully for you not a
 no-light, but a highlight! The Ethletic Fair Trainer Black Cap is a classic lo-cut and a true companion
for every non-conformist. It’s perfect for festivals, backpacking trips, demonstrations and other
situations where you’re unlikely to end up squeaky clean (And a little hard-earned dirt never hurt this
shoe)!  Available in many colors and a muted camouflage pattern, the Black Cap Lo Cut minimizes your
ecological footprint while maximizing your style impact. Like our entire range, the Black Cap Lo Cut is
manufactured under fair working conditions and is 100% vegan

Our Fair Trainer Black Cap is made from canvas twill organic cotton from small farmers. So far so fair. But it could be even fairer: all of the organic cotton
was grown by Fairtrade producers, certified according to Fairtrade standards and traded according to Fairtrade standards. Fairtrade promotes better working and
living conditions for organic cotton producers as well as environmental protection. More information is available at: info.fairtrade.net/sourcing. The sole is
made from natural, FSC®-certified rubber from sustainably managed plantations in Sri Lanka. All sneaker models are produced fairly and only from sustainable
resources in Pakistan. All supply chains that ethletic products go through are Fairtrade or FSC® certified and are checked for Fairtrade or FSC® certification
in the various production stages. Ethletic also actively supports its own Fairtrade projects in the local communities in which our production facilities are
located. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers get their fair share today, sustainability means that the agricultural areas maintain their economic
potential for future generations. Ethletic pays an additional premium of one US dollar for each pair of sneakers sold to the Talon Fairtrade Workers Welfare
Society, which looks after the workers who are employed in the production facilities. This money is managed independently and used primarily for additional
health care, pensions or to support local education



Article: 21019-001001
Jet Black / Jet Black

Article: 21019-002001
Pewter Grey / Jet Black

Article: 21019-009001
Camping Green / Jet Black

Article: 21019-079001
True Blood / Jet Black

Article: 21019-166001
Human Rights Black / Jet Black

Article: 21019-167001
Human Rights Olive / Jet Black



Fair Sneaker Goto Lo
With the Ethletic Fair Sneaker Goto Lo, we have a sneaker with a natural, laid-back look that is a
perfect fit for us! The crepe sole look is made of pure natural rubber for elasticity and grip. We have
doubled up the organic cotton in the front for added stability. And the practical strap helps you to slip
right in. This soft, sporty casual shoe also comes with a touch of discreet retro charm. Off to the park!
Classic colors in particular put our Goto in the limelight.

Nuestra Feria Sneaker Goto Lo está hecha de algodón orgánico de sarga de lona de pequeños agricultores. Hasta ahora tan justo. Pero es aún más justo:todo
el algodón orgánicofue cultivado porlos productores de Fairtrade, certificado según los estándares de Fairtrade y comercializado de acuerdo con los
estándares de nach  Fairtrade.-Standards   Fairtrade promueve mejores condiciones de trabajo y de vida para los productores de algodón orgánico,así comola
protección del medio ambiente. Puedeencontrarmás información en: info.fairtrade.net/sourcing. La suela está hecha de caucho natural certificado por el FSC®
de plantaciones gestionadas de forma sostenible en Sri Lanka. Todos los modelos de zapatillas se producen de forma justa y sólo a partir de recursos
sostenibles en Pakistán.  Todas las cadenas de suministro que pasan por productos etléticos están certificadas por Fairtrade o FSC® y se controlan en las
diversas etapas de producción para la certificación Fairtradeo FSC®.Zertifizierung hin  Ethletic también apoya activamente sus propios proyectos Fairtrade
en las comunidades locales donde se encuentran nuestras instalaciones de producción.  Si bien el sistema de comercio justo garantiza que los productores
reciban hoy su parte justa, la sostenibilidad significa que las áreas agrícolas conservan su potencial económico para las generaciones futuras. Ethletic paga
una prima adicional de un dólar estadounidense por par de zapatillas vendidas a la Talon Fairtrade Workers Welfare Society, que cuida de los trabajadores
empleados en las instalaciones de producción. Este dinero se administra de forma independiente y se utiliza principalmente para atención médica adicional,
pensiones o para apoyar la educación local.



Article: 23018-001
Jet Black

Article: 23018-094
Frozen Olive

Article: 23018-002
Pewter Grey

Article: 23018-161
Sage Velvet

Article: 23018-190
Aqua Melange

Article: 23018-191
Red Melange

Article: 23018-192
Indigo Melange

Article: 23018-193
Grey Melange



Fair Sneaker Goto HI
Say Hi to Goto Hi! With the Ethletic Fair Sneaker Goto Hi, we have a sneaker with a natural, laid-back
look that is a perfect fit for us! The crepe sole look is made of pure natural rubber for elasticity and
grip. We have doubled up the organic cotton in the front for added stability. And the practical strap
helps you to slip right in. This soft, sporty casual shoe also comes with a touch of discreet retro
charm. Off to the park!

Our Fair Sneaker Goto Hi is made from canvas twill organic cotton from small farmers. So far so fair. But it could be even fairer: all of the organic cotton was
grown by Fairtrade producers, certified according to Fairtrade standards and traded according to Fairtrade standards. Fairtrade promotes better working and
living conditions for organic cotton producers as well as environmental protection. More information is available at: info.fairtrade.net/sourcing. The sole is
made from natural, FSC®-certified rubber from sustainably managed plantations in Sri Lanka. All sneaker models are produced fairly and only from sustainable
resources in Pakistan. All supply chains that ethletic products go through are Fairtrade or FSC® certified and are checked for Fairtrade or FSC® certification
in the various production stages. Ethletic also actively supports its own Fairtrade projects in the local communities in which our production facilities are
located. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers get their fair share today, sustainability means that the agricultural areas maintain their economic
potential for future generations. Ethletic pays an additional premium of one US dollar for each pair of sneakers sold to the Talon Fairtrade Workers Welfare
Society, which looks after the workers who are employed in the production facilities. This money is managed independently and used primarily for additional
health care, pensions or to support local education.



Article: 24018-001
Jet Black

Article: 24018-002
Pewter Grey

Article: 24018-161
Sage Velvet

Article: 24018-193
Grey Melange

Article: 24018-192
Indigo Melange



Fair Sneaker BREC
Can’t stop, won’t stop – Brec! Our new canvas boot stands out with a working-class vibe that’s
equal parts subtle and confident to bring a smile to every step. And as amazing as Brec looks, it’s
also incredibly comfortable. This low-boot (half-boot??? Unsicher wegen Terminologie hier!) reaches far
above the ankle and features a removable insole and an extra layer of coconut fibers in the footbed for a
natural antibacterial effect. Our Brec is unstoppable in the two classic colors Jet Black und Pewter
Grey, and in deep red True Blood and lush Camping Green.

The Case is made of Fairtrade-certified organic fairly traded canvas twill cotton from small farmers. The sole is made of natural FSC-certified rubber from
sustainably farmed plantations in Sri Lanka. Fair-made in Pakistan. Ethletic products are made solely from resources of certified Fairtrade or FSC supply
chains. The governing Fairtrade body ensures that premiums are received by participating producers and manufacturers every step of the way. Ethletic also
actively supports own Fairtrade projects in the local communities where our production facilities are located. Ethletic products are made using only sustainable
resources. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers and manufacturers receive their fair share today, sustainability means that these agricultural
areas maintain their economic potential for generations to come. Ethletic pays an additional premium to the official welfare society run by the employees of our
production facilities of one US dollar for each pair of shoes sold. They manage this money independently, primarily for health care, pensions or in supporting
local education. Some 2% of the retail price is paid to FLO-CERT, the inspection and certification body for Fairtrade. It monitors the standards governing the
production, buying and selling of Fairtrade products and has the power to issue the Fairtrade seal where deemed appropriate.



Article: PA_29021-001
Jet Black

Article: PA_29021-002
Pewter Grey

Article: PA_29021-079
True Blood

Article: PA_29021-009
Camping Green



Fair Sneaker BREADEN
Welcome to the family, Braeden! How would we describe our newcomer? Hmmm…well, he’s the perfect mix
of loud and quiet. Braeden is eager to be seen, so the sole is stitched down in a contrasting color. But
he also appreciates classic subtlety, so he comes in only four rich but reserved colors. This sneaker
features a removable insole and an extra layer of coconut fibers in the footbed for a natural
antibacterial effect. Like all the other members of our family, Braeden stands for a comfortable fit
shape and distinct comfort thanks to its FSC® natural latex foam heel support. Comfy, casual, cool –
yep, that’s our Braeden.

Our Fair Sneaker is made from canvas twill organic cotton from small farmers. So far so fair. But it could be even fairer: all of the organic cotton was grown
by Fairtrade producers, certified according to Fairtrade standards and traded according to Fairtrade standards. Fairtrade promotes better working and living
conditions for organic cotton producers as well as environmental protection. More information is available at: info.fairtrade.net/sourcing. The sole is made
from natural, FSC®-certified rubber from sustainably managed plantations in Sri Lanka. All sneaker models are produced fairly and only from sustainable
resources in Pakistan. All supply chains that ethletic products go through are Fairtrade or FSC® certified and are checked for Fairtrade or FSC® certification
in the various production stages. Ethletic also actively supports its own Fairtrade projects in the local communities in which our production facilities are
located. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers get their fair share today, sustainability means that the agricultural areas maintain their economic
potential for future generations. Ethletic pays an additional premium of one US dollar for each pair of sneakers sold to the Talon Fairtrade Workers Welfare
Society, which looks after the workers who are employed in the production facilities. This money is managed independently and used primarily for additional
health care, pensions or to support local education.



Article: PA_28021-001
Jet Black

Article: PA_28021-002
Pewter Grey

Article: PA_28021-079
True Blood

Article: PA_28021-009
Camping Green



Fair Skater
The Ethletic Fair Skater is a sporty streetwear sneaker in a minimalist look featuring a fit and comfort
to glide you through your everyday as well as any adventures it might bring! It’s your perfect
companion whether you’re skating through the park or just strolling through the city. Classic colors
and a clean, compact style. This model is one of our favorites that works equally well with jeans or a
summer dress.

Our Fair Skater is made from canvas twill organic cotton from small farmers. So far so fair. But it could be even fairer: all of the organic cotton was grown by
Fairtrade producers, certified according to Fairtrade standards and traded according to Fairtrade standards. Fairtrade promotes better working and living
conditions for organic cotton producers as well as environmental protection. More information is available at: info.fairtrade.net/sourcing. The sole is made
from natural, FSC®-certified rubber from sustainably managed plantations in Sri Lanka. All sneaker models are produced fairly and only from sustainable
resources in Pakistan. All supply chains that ethletic products go through are Fairtrade or FSC® certified and are checked for Fairtrade or FSC® certification
in the various production stages. Ethletic also actively supports its own Fairtrade projects in the local communities in which our production facilities are
located. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers get their fair share today, sustainability means that the agricultural areas maintain their economic
potential for future generations. Ethletic pays an additional premium of one US dollar for each pair of sneakers sold to the Talon Fairtrade Workers Welfare
Society, which looks after the workers who are employed in the production facilities. This money is managed independently and used primarily for additional
health care, pensions or to support local education.



Article: 13019-001
Jet Black

Article: 13019-094
Frozen Olive

Article: 13019-007
Ocean Blue

Article: 13019-002
Pewter Grey

Article: 13019-161
Sage Velvet



Fair Dancer Collection 
The Ethletic Fair Dancer is a classic ballerina that we’ve also reinterpreted in our own unique way,
making it sporty casual And environment friendly. A light footbed with arch support speaks for the
express comfort of this popular model. A must-have for anyone who loves their summers barefoot, with easy 
slipping in and out guaranteed.

Our Fair Dancer is made from canvas twill organic cotton from small farmers. So far so fair. But it could be even fairer: all of the organic cotton was grown by
Fairtrade producers, certified according to Fairtrade standards and traded according to Fairtrade standards. Fairtrade promotes better working and living
conditions for organic cotton producers as well as environmental protection. More information is available at: info.fairtrade.net/sourcing. The sole is made
from natural, FSC®-certified rubber from sustainably managed plantations in Sri Lanka. All sneaker models are produced fairly and only from sustainable
resources in Pakistan. All supply chains that ethletic products go through are Fairtrade or FSC® certified and are checked for Fairtrade or FSC® certification
in the various production stages. Ethletic also actively supports its own Fairtrade projects in the local communities in which our production facilities are
located. While the Fairtrade system ensures that producers get their fair share today, sustainability means that the agricultural areas maintain their economic
potential for future generations. Ethletic pays an additional premium of one US dollar for each pair of sneakers sold to the Talon Fairtrade Workers Welfare
Society, which looks after the workers who are employed in the production facilities. This money is managed independently and used primarily for additional
health care, pensions or to support local education.



Article: 16019-001
Jet Black

Article: 16019-016
Cranberry Red

Article: 16019-007
Ocean Blue

Article: 16019-002
Pewter Grey






